
Complete Bargue Drawing Course Burst: A
Comprehensive Review and Guide

Embark on a journey into the world of classical drawing with the Complete
Bargue Drawing Course Burst. This renowned course, meticulously crafted
by Charles Bargue in the 19th century, has served as a cornerstone for
generations of artists seeking to develop their technical prowess and refine
their aesthetic sensibilities.
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The Bargue Drawing Course comprises a series of carefully sequenced
plates, each depicting a plaster cast of a classical sculpture. Through the
diligent study of these plates, students learn to observe, analyze, and
render form with exceptional accuracy and precision.

Course Content

Plate Progression
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The Bargue Drawing Course is structured into a progressive series of
plates, gradually introducing students to increasingly complex forms. The
plates are categorized into three levels:

Elementary Plates: Focus on basic geometric shapes and simple
curves, establishing a solid foundation in draughtsmanship.

Intermediate Plates: Introduce more intricate forms, such as busts
and torsos, requiring students to master shading, foreshortening, and
volumetric representation.

Advanced Plates: Culminate with challenging full-figure drawings,
pushing students to demonstrate their comprehensive understanding
of form, anatomy, and composition.

Drawing Techniques

The Bargue Drawing Course emphasizes a rigorous approach to drawing,
instilling in students a deep understanding of fundamental techniques.
These techniques include:

Sight-Size Drawing: Drawing at the same scale as the original,
fostering accurate observation and spatial relationships.

Value Mapping: Carefully analyzing and depicting the subtle
gradations of light and shadow, resulting in realistic depth and volume.

Contour Drawing: Capturing the contours of the form, defining its
outlines and transitions.

Cross-Hatching: Utilizing intersecting lines to create smooth tonal
transitions and enhance detail.



Materials

Charcoal

Charcoal is the primary drawing medium used in the Bargue Drawing
Course. Its malleability and dark value allow for a wide range of tonal
variations, enabling students to create rich and expressive drawings.

Paper

High-quality, thick drawing paper is essential for supporting the weight and
texture of charcoal. Acid-free paper ensures the longevity of the drawings,
preventing discoloration and deterioration over time.

Easel

An easel is recommended for holding the drawing paper at a comfortable
working angle. It allows students to maintain a consistent distance from the
subject and facilitates accurate observation.

Benefits

Technical Proficiency

The Bargue Drawing Course provides a systematic and thorough approach
to developing technical drawing skills. Through repeated practice and
meticulous observation, students cultivate a keen eye for form and
proportion, enabling them to accurately render objects in their environment.

Aesthetic Sensitivity

Beyond technical proficiency, the Bargue Drawing Course fosters an
appreciation for classical aesthetics. By studying masterfully executed



plaster casts, students develop an understanding of idealized forms and
graceful proportions, which they can incorporate into their own artworks.

Historical Context

The Bargue Drawing Course offers a unique glimpse into the history of art
education. It represents a cornerstone of the atelier training system that
dominated art academies during the 19th century, providing valuable
insights into traditional drawing methodologies.

The Complete Bargue Drawing Course Burst is an invaluable resource for
artists seeking to master classical drawing techniques and enhance their
artistic capabilities. Its comprehensive content, coupled with the emphasis
on technical proficiency and aesthetic sensitivity, provides a roadmap for
aspiring artists to unlock their full potential.

Whether you are a complete beginner or an experienced artist seeking to
refine your skills, the Bargue Drawing Course offers a proven method for
achieving卓越 in draughtsmanship. Embrace the challenge, immerse
yourself in the world of classical drawing, and embark on a transformative
artistic journey.

Additional Resources

Bar
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Emergence First Colony: a Ken Lozito
Masterpiece
Nestled amidst the pristine coastal landscapes of Boynton Beach,
Florida, Emergence First Colony stands as a testament to the visionary...

Afterlight: In Search of Poetry, History, and
Home
Prologue: The Call of the Open Road In the heart of every traveler lies a
longing for something more&mdash;a...
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